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2020-2021
EDITOR'S
MESSAGE

Leaders of Tomorrow
Time moves swiftly onwards and the school year has come
to an end. We could still enjoy a lot of activities throughout 5B CALVIN TANG
the year, albeit many class suspensions in between. Thanks EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
to our student leaders, many events could be held
successfully during the post-exam period, including the SU
games by the Student Union and the music contest by the
four Houses, just to name a few. Not only did the student
leaders organise activities, but they also delivered
speeches on various important occasions. This was all due
to the College’s training of leaders of tomorrow. In this
issue, all our former leaders and future leaders shared with
us their vision for their missions in the coming year. Let’s
turn over the pages to appreciate the hard work from our
student leaders who prepared the pursuits for our fellow
students, as well as their aspirations in the next school
year.
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GRADUATION
CEREMONY
A DAY FULL OF GRATITUDE AND MEMORIES

5D MICHELLE LAM
REPORTER

P 4

On most Saturdays the College is as quiet as if she has to catch her breath after a
week of hustle and bustle. However, on a sunny Saturday, the College Hall was full
of S.6 students, because it was 26th June, the S.6 Graduation Day .
“The ceremony is about to begin, let’s invite the Handbell Ensemble team to
perform for us.” The Handbell Ensemble team started their performance, meaning
that the last ceremony for S.6 students in their secondary school life was about to
begin. This year, the graduating class invited Mr Lee Ka Shing, the son of Mr Lee
Shau Kee, to be the guest of honour of the ceremony. As the music began, Mr Lee
and other guests entered the College Hall and took their seats on the stage.
The ceremony began. Having their names called
by their class teacher, the graduates from 6A
to 6E walked up to the stage one by one, but
each with different feelings. After all the
graduates had received their graduation
certificates, they had their prize presentation
for one last time. At the same time, it signified
that their secondary school life had come to an
end. Afterwards, the guests lit up the letter
light boxes to mark the opening of the Media
Lab which is conducive to developing STEAM
skills.
“The ceremony comes to an end, please stand.” The guests exited the College Hall.
Finally all the graduates could take photos with their friends and family. While
students were giving their thanks and making most of the scanty time left to take
pictures and immortalize moments with their friends around the College, dusk
sneakily came and the graduation day was really over. However, it is only the
beginning of our graduates’ new life. We wish all of the best to the S.6 graduates.
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Post-Exam Activities
Body and Mind

2B ALVIS TONG
REPORTER

This year, every S.2 student participated in
various programmes during the post-exam
period. Finding the Visual Arts programme very
interesting, I enjoyed participating in it a lot.
The instructors gave us either a glass bottle or
a glass jar with some special paste, some
stickers and some masking tape. The special
paste corroded soon after applying to the glass
such that the parts covered with the paste
would be cloudy. We followed the instructors’
instructions and made a gorgeous glass bottle
with some appealing patterns on it. Some LED
lights were given to us and we were told to put
them in the bottles. When we decided to turn
the lights on, the lights from the bottles shone
numerous marvelous patterns on the wall,
making everyone gasp as they witnessed the
iridescent beauty.

On another day, I joined the shuttlecock
activity for the Sports Tasting Programme.
The coaches first demonstrated how to
kick a shuttlecock by using the inner kick
method, and they gave everyone a
shuttlecock for practice. After a while, the
outer kick method was also taught, and we
had another session to practise it again.
When the tasting session was approaching
the end, the coaches demonstrated to us
an official shuttlecock match. It was
amusing since the shuttlecock was able to
fly over the badminton net after every
kick, and it did not even land on the ground
for a long time. Awestruck, we all
wondered how the coaches can kick the
shuttlecocks so gracefully.
NOMADIC
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Science Workshop
Another activity was about
using an ink pad to record
others’ fingerprints. I asked
my friend to place his thumb
on the ink pad and recorded
his fingerprint by putting his
thumb on a piece of paper.
This activity was great as it
showed how fascinatingly
unique our fingerprints can
be. At last, we exchanged
our fingerprints and took it
home.
3D JEREMY LI
REPORTER

Different kinds of post-exam activities was
conducted by the College in order to let us have
fun and explore more in different aspects. The
science workshop was one of the fun activities
that we had. There were a series of activities
for us to attend, and I attended the forensic
workshop.
In this activity, I have learnt that we need
to treat everything seriously and
carefully. If you make any mistakes, there
may be heavy consequences. We were
proud of ourselves as we could finish the
tasks. We all felt thankful to the College
for preparing such activities for us.

We tried to collect our fingerprints during the
activity. First, we placed our finger on the table
so that we could collect our fingerprint. Then,
we added a small amount of baby powder on the
table. After that, we used tape to stick up some
baby powder and put the tape on a fingerprint
recorder. We found the activity funny as we
kept cracking jokes and a classmate
accidentally dropped the whole bottle of baby
powder which lit the classroom with laughter.

NOMADIC
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Debate Contest

4D TIFFANY CHOU
REPORTER

In HLC, there are lots of students who really
know their way with words and they have
tongues as sharp as swords. The debate
contest was just the right event for them to
hone their debating skills and share their
thoughts. The topic of this year's debate
contest was whether artificial intelligence
is dangerous. The speakers were very
courageous to share their opinions and
question their opponents’ view on the stage
with fluent English and even emotions.
Debaters learnt to write their scripts,
rebuttals, and won competitive debating
games. By and large, obviously, HLCians
enjoyed the intense contest and the
debaters performed very well.

NOMADIC
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Tea House Theatre

4D TIFFANY CHOU
REPORTER

Since COVID-19, it has been quite a
while since students were able to go on
excursions out of school, and this time,
S.4 students visited Xiqu Centre’s Tea
House Theatre. As an audience, I
enjoyed the show a lot and I liked the
arrangement of the overall performance.
In particular, the music production team
did very well to perform a perfect show.
However, we didn’t just go there to
enjoy the performance, we also learned
about traditional Chinese culture and
the designs of the clothes that the
actors wore. What’s more, there was
also an interesting section in which the
host and the audience interacted with
each other. When all the elements
combined together, the overall
experience of the visit was great, and
we all loved the performance.
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SU Games

A WONDROUS FUN
ACTIVITY FOR US !

NOMADIC
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This year, our Student Union - Legacy, has created a
series of games for junior students. The winning 3D DONNA CHUNG
criteria was simple: find the code by playing four of REPORTER
the games - Stacking Cups, Ping Pong Relay Race,
Teacher Drawing and IQ Quiz. The cup challenge was
definitely a sweat breaking race as all of us were
competing fast in order to get a hint to win and all
the groups finished almost at the same time. We
also tried the Ping Pong Race and this was all about
teamwork. My group mates and I collaborated and we
all had our own roles. As the match went on,
together we stood, and divided, the ping pong fell
into the cups. After that, we had a few rounds of
Pictionary with our class teacher. It was memorable
and entertaining as we hadn’t been interacting much
throughout this year and the room was filled with
laughter. Last but not least, we did the IQ Quiz. It
contained 20 questions and some of them were
mind-blowing. In the end, we all found that the code
was 0618, which represented the two important
milestones of our College. We learned the fun facts
that 2006 is the year when the College started while
2018 is the year that our principal Mr. Lin came to
HLC. We were so thankful to the Student Union for
preparing us a wonderful memory in our school life.

NOMADIC
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SINGING
CONTEST

5B MATTHEW LAM
REPORTER

Singing contest is one of the largest events of HLC’s activities. Students were so
desperate to participate in the event to show their enthusiasm and talents of
singing and dancing.
All four houses competed tooth and nail to win the contest. They put in a lot of
efforts and showed their team spirit throughout the competition. Furthermore, they
also showed their leadership skills to help the students believe in themselves that
they had the talent and confidence to stand on the stage and be the next person to
stand under the limelight. They also believed that the competition was more about
enhancing their sense of belonging to their house and less about winning the overall
contest.
In this year, each of the four houses sent one junior form student and one senior
form student to compete for solo singing, as well as a small group of four to five
people and a large group of 12-20 students to compete for group performances,
which included singing, dancing and performing instruments. All the performers
strived to do their best and they all put up a great performance. All the blood, sweat
and tears the performers devoted in practice were felt by the audience and judges in
their dazzling performance.
All and all, the singing contest not only provided a stage for students to shine, but
also created fond memories for everyone.

NOMADIC
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SUMMER SINGING COURSE
2B MEGAN SHIN
REPORTER

I joined the English Drama Club summer
singing course with six other participants. As
a result of the course, I have learned a lot of
new techniques which have empowered me
with the high level of confidence needed to
perform on stage. In addition to teaching us
a curious way of warming up my voice, by
accentuating ‘errrrrrrr’ in different melodies
and sticking out my tongue in order to
vocalise, the teacher patiently gave each of
us individual feedback on songs we sang.
Gradually, my classmates and I, with each
passing lesson, became more confident and
in the final lesson we turned the stage into a
mini concert. We were no longer shy and even
asked for encores! Not only have we
improved our singing, we have also met new
friends. Karina, one of girls I met in the
programme, confided in me that she had
discovered a ‘new voice’ that she never
imagined she had. I am so grateful for having
had this learning opportunity with a bunch of
great new pals and I am eager to apply the
singing techniques I have learned in the
forthcoming musical.

PREPARATION FOR
THE 15TH ANNIVERSARY
MUSICAL

P 1 4

BACKSTAGE & COSTUME
WORKSHOPS
4B MEGAN SIN
Even though we could not have rehearsals
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our English
Drama Club teachers managed to organize
two workshops for all backstage members.
Having been backstage members for four
years, it was the second time we could
participate in drama workshops which have
proved to be very useful in laying the
foundation for backstage skills such as
creating set pieces, making props and
understanding the skills required for
costume design for the first time. We also
learnt the history of musicals and dramas.
The majority of those attending these
workshops were novices without any
experience of backstage or costume
design. In fact, most of them were S. 1
students who rarely watched drama shows,
so the workshops equipped them both with
knowledge about show production as well
as stage interactions.

REPORTER

4D HANNAH LEUNG
REPORTER

Not only did these workshops
facilitate team spirit, we also
had a lot of fun while
enhancing
our
skills
simultaneously so as to be
better prepared for the 15th
Anniversary Musical, one of
the grander activities in our
College. We can now start to
input our ideas in the musical
in accordance with the script
in order to ensure a good show.
In addition, if there are any
problems with the set, props
or costumes, we can resolve
them immediately, using the
skills we learnt in the
workshops; thus, making the
performance smoother.

NOMADIC
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CATCHING YOUR
DREAM

3D JEREMY LI
REPORTER

Most students are interested in conducting sports activity
in our school. Having a sports leader giving a sharing would
be a once in a lifetime opportunity for them, especially in
this pandemic year.
We are very pleased to have invited the Hong Kong Handball
League representative Freddie Tse to share his experience
with our F.1 and F.2 students. He shared a lot of his training
and competition experiences in France and the difficulties
he faced as a professional athlete. Finally, there was also a
Q&A section. The students were all curious about his life as
a student and an athlete. Mr. Tse said that he had not done
well at school when he was young, but with his
perseverance and diligence, he kept training his skills and
successfully entered university and became a professional
athlete.

P 1 6

When asked, Freddie thought
that paying effort is the key
in every activity, even
though we know that we will
fail. However, if you never
try hard, you will never
succeed.

A Scavenger Hunt
at Library

5D CHARLTON CHUNG
REPORTER

Hoping to relieve the stress of studying and cultivate the habit of using the library
among HLCians, the library organized the Scavenger Hunt in early June. Students had
to search for the designated objects and answer questions based on the hints
provided to win a prize. For example, they need to find the call number of the Harry
Potter series and the library’s mascot. Through this activity, students learned more
about the Library’s operation and explored different books. Many HLCians took part in
this fun adventure, and just in one recess, they discovered another side of our library.
We hope to organize similar activities in the future to promote the reading atmosphere
in our college.

NOMADIC
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SUMMER BRIDGING
COURSE
4B ANTON YU
REPORTER

New blood!

The time to prepare new blood has
finally arrived. Each year, the college
is dedicated to provide new Form 1s
with the utmost support so that they
can feel right at home while studying
in HLC. For this year, it is no
different. Faces with smiles lined the
wall as bridging instructors made
their way to the course venue.
Everyone was beyond excited as
laughter filled the whole floor. It was
at this moment that the new S1
students knew their secondary school
life was about to begin.

What is in store?

The new S1 students had a bridging
programme for each of the main
subjects: Chinese, English and Math. In
addition to verbal teachings, all of the
new bloods got to experience an
English test, a few sensational and
exhilarating drama games and even got
to show their fullest potential in an
invigorating drama play. After being
told that there was a play included,
everyone’s eyes sparkled and
creativity filled their universes.
Without a doubt, this was going to be
an amazing experience for every
student.

P 1 8

Promising a better future!

Everyone had fun during the course. In one
classroom, you would see promising
youngsters focusing closely and following
the instructor’s every word. In another
classroom, you would see young individuals
giving their all to win a competitive yet
educational game. Everywhere you look,
there would be smiles and laughter. By the
end of the bridging programme, everyone
learned and got more than what they came
with. After this course, it is certain that
these promising young minds will blossom
into great thinkers and leaders. All is good
and better is yet to come!

NOMADIC
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Head
Much too quickly, the year has come to an end. During this

5B STANLEY FUNG
HEAD PREFECT

academic year, the Prefect Team continued to spare no
effort in attaining a harmonious campus for every HLCians.
Despite the restrictions due to the pandemic, our team
could arrange limited duties during school hours.
Head prefect is a very challenging role indeed. Looking
back to the journey throughout the year, I believe the
prime factor of competence of the role is responsibility.
Being responsible allows me to learn from my mistakes and
gain the confidence to correct them. Thus, I continue to
develop a better version of myself to become a more
capable and confident leader.
I am grateful for the countless opportunities to take up a
leadership role in HLC. Most importantly, I would like to
show my sincere gratitude to Mr. Jeff Lo, members of the
Prefect Team, and our former head prefects, Esther and
Matthew, for being very supportive in giving us impactful
advice and limitless encouragement. Finally, I wish the
best to our coming head prefects of the next academic
year, Anton and Melody. I also look forward to seeing you
all energetic and healthy in September.
2 0 2 0

Being the Head Prefect has never been an easy task which is particularly challenging in the
pandemic. The time we interact with each other is greatly reduced. Our school life seemed less
fruitful than before. But thanks to all teachers who spared no effort in organising different
kinds of activities, they gave us a memorable year during the pandemic.
The outbreak of the virus messed up the plan I had
made which adversely affected the communication
among the Prefect Team. Still, all of the prefects were
willing to take up their responsibility and were
passionate enough to smoothen the operation of the
Prefect Team.
I am very grateful to be the Head Prefect of HLC as the
team is another family for me. I am developing
different skills and getting to know more friends,
specially our former Head Prefects, Matthew and
Esther as I gained many experiences and help from
them. Last but not least, I would like to thank Mr. Jeff
Lo for his backup.
This academic year has come to an end. I hope all of
5D SUMMER TANG
you can enjoy your summer holidays and make good use
HEAD PREFECT
of your leisure time. See you soon in the coming year!
P 2 0
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Prefects
Being a part of the Prefect team is an honor beyond

words. Not only have I made great friendships, I am
extremely grateful to have gained a better
understanding of what the College strives for and what I
aspire to achieve. I grasped the ability to respect my
schoolmates while also taking up responsibilities to
maintain a self-disciplined learning environment. In
response to the pandemic, we will continue to fulfill our
duties and preserve a safe and comfortable home for
you to grow in. I would also like to show my greatest
gratitude to teachers and my team for their support and
effort.
Being the Head Prefect is no easy task, but I will not
falter to uphold my sacred duties. I will stand up from
where I fell and respect opinions from my peers, staff
members and teachers. Last but not least, I will do my
absolute best to guide my team to provide a better home
for each and every HLCian.
In the coming year, I hope that we will all hold hands as we
become a great family that respects everyone. I wish to put
forward my best wishes and may you have a wonderful and
fruitful year in HLC. Cheers!

4B ANTON YU
HEAD PREFECT

2 0 2 1

During these past two years, the perfect team
empowered me with a dedicated commitment to
initiate positive changes. Being a part of the
Prefect team, I carry the responsibility and duty to
provide a safe home for my fellow schoolmates.
Today, I am filled with gratitude to have these
experiences as they helped me grow as an
individual. I am extremely grateful for the support
we have received for the past year.
Becoming the Head Prefect for this year, I will not
hesitate to carry out my duties even if it is out of
my comfort zone. As a leader, being able to
understand and effectively communicate with my
teammates are important skills that I should be
equipped with. Furthermore, I would like to provide
a better quality school life for all HLCians.
4A MELODY LAW
In this coming year, I hope to possess better HEAD PREFECT
leadership skills and try my best to become a
better Head Prefect. I wish you all the best for the
academic year ahead!
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HOUSES

P

ROBITY HOUSE
5E Natasha Lai

It was a pity that this year, many house
activities were cancelled. Although we only
held a few activities, it still gave me joyful
moments. The most memorable activity was
the singing contest. We only had two weeks
or even less to prepare but at last the
results went well and we felt ecstatic.
P House members, Don’t hesitate to join
any house activities because we don’t know
when we will have the chance to join again.
Once you join, you won’t regret it. Thank
you P house for giving such memorable time
to me and thanks to all the P house
committee members this year!

R

4B Charlotte Chan

This year is my third year in Probity
House committee. it is a pity that
we don’t have sports day for two
years, but luckily this year we have
singing contest! My house
committees and I work together and
try our best to show our team spirit.
It is a wonderful experience for me.
Next year, I hope we can have
sports day and more house
activities to participate. I was so
grateful that P house has given so
many memorable and sweet
memories to me.

ATIONALITY
HOUSE
5E Angela Yee
4D Cabby Tam
Being a house captain of Rationality House
was a tough task this year. Everything was
full of uncertainty, however, with the
effort of my house committee, we were
able to create unforgettable moments, for
instance the singing contest. Thank you all
the teachers and schoolmates for trusting
me. Your trust had a huge influence and
gave me the opportunity to learn as a
leader. I am looking forward to seeing all
the R House members finding happiness
through active participation in house
activities in the future.

P 2 2

A big thanks to the ones who trust
me by electing me as the house
captain of R House. R House has
given me lots of memories and
precious moments. I am really glad to
be a part of this family. We strive for
every competition and encourage one
another. Facing the uncertainties, we
overcome challenges. I appreciate
this spirit from the bottom of my
heart. It is my hope that all R House
members can enjoy every house
activity and have a fruitful year going
forward!
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S

AGACITY HOUSE
5B Yuko Wan

Due to the pandemic, it was a pity To me, the pandemic was not a barrier. We could still
that a lot of activities like Sports Day have fun together. Indeed, we realise that we should
were cancelled and delayed. Needless not take house activities for granted. I hope all of
to say, the exhilarating atmosphere you have treasured the time we spent together. It is
during sports day is irreplaceable. my last time to write as the House Captain of S
There are cheerleading and different House. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
races which hold us all together as all my house members who assisted me throughout
one to strive for the champion. Albeit the hard times. I will never forget the invaluable
some house activities that we were memories we created together and I am so grateful
thrilled about ended up with to have met you all.
disappointment, luckily, there were Who is the champion? SAGACITY!!!
4E Michael Lee still some house activities going on.
Amidst the past 3 semesters However, the school life is turning back to a normal one and
under the COVID-19 pandemic, I will try my best to lead S House enthusiastically as the
a majority of house activities (acting) house captain of Sagacity House in the coming year.
were cancelled. All of us Most importantly, I hope to create new bonds among senior
suffered as any activities that and junior form house members, and prompt S House
were prepared by house members to strive for new heights in activities, such as
committees could possibly get Sports Day, General Knowledge Quiz and many more. I hope
cancelled any moment in time. that I can create precious moments for everyone in S House
The communication among since they motivated me to contribute to this big family! I
house members diminished to am willing to serve the house and act as a bridge amongst
a point that we have never everyone in the house. Let’s be optimistic and look forward
experienced before.
to the bright future ahead of us!

A

CUITY HOUSE
5D Natasha Kwong

During the year, I had experienced the
most difficult but lovely time with my
house members. Although activities
could hardly be held, we still linked
together as one when it came to the
crunch. The main event was only the
Singing Contest but what we had gone
through was more than that. Those backbreaking practice sessions are vivid in
my mind. I am really thankful to be their
leader under their care and support. I
won’t forget how we shout together.
Acuity!

4C Livia Lam

We are so lucky to have a singing
contest this year. I am not just
meeting some new committees but
making lots of new friends. Next year
I'll be the chairperson of Acuity house.
I hope my hobbies like doing sports,
dancing, and singing will lead my house
to win. In addition, I think that A house
is already a part of my life, it's another
home for me. It's a place where we can
enjoy happiness and sadness together.
I wish you all will participate in the
house events actively.
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SU Election
T H E

B I R T H

O F

F U T U R E

L E A D E R S

It was a pity that the student union this year was not able to hold as many events as in the
past. However, undeniably, they had done a lot, especially for S.1 students to adapt to their
school lives in HLC. As the year has come to an end, it is time to select the new leaders of
tomorrow who are passionate and willing to serve the school and all students. Through an
exhilarating re-election among three cabinets, namely Elixir, Polaris and Solemnity, the
cabinet Polaris eventually won the election and was announced to be the student union in the
coming year. It was definitely hard for students to gather as a team and manage to carry out
an election campaign in a short amount of time. Thanks to the help from teachers, former
student union, and other leaders, all the cabinets did extraordinarily well in showing their
fellow HLCians what they can offer.

5B YUKO WAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
P 2 4
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5E NICK TSANG
REPORTER

"There are some twists and turns,
and we might get lost sometimes."

Marathon is a famous metaphor for life:
there are some twists and turns, and we
might get lost sometimes. The local film "I
Still Remember" follows the same analogy
when the protagonist, Lee Chi Hang,
whose mother passed away, has lost his
point of living and was struggling, living a
monotonous life.
Floating in his directionless life, Lee
doesn’t know he is going to reach his
turning point of life when he meets Mr.
Wong, his primary school teacher, after
graduating 20 years ago. Mr. Wong
definitely serves as an inspiration for Lee
when he ponders over the meaning of life:
suffering from heart disease, the former
adheres to the promise to finish the 10K
marathon for his wife who passed away.
Other than Lee, Mr. Wong also invites
another student, Tin Sum, to join the 10K
marathon. Despite being overweight, she
works extremely hard to qualify for a
running campaign that allows her to meet
her idol. Exerting tremendous effort on
fighting his self-doubt and summoning up
his willpower, Lee didn't get lost during
the marathon; he found his way. He recalls
his purpose in life, following the cheers
and waddling towards the finishing line.
This film has a clear message, "Cheer for
your life despite everything”. No matter it
is Mr. Wong, Lee or Tin Shum, they have
learnt to define the meaning of life and
achieve their own goal in their own pace,
and this is what life is all about: it is
never too late to find your aspiration and
to embark on your "A second life”, as the
Chinese title of the film hints. Lee's
second life starts at the reunion with Mr.
Wong. We will never know what will
happen in the next minute so that every
minute can be a chance of the start of our
second life.
Our life is in our own hands. As long as we
dare to make our first step away from our
ordinary life, you will see a different and
colorful world, as the enthusiasm in life is
rekindled.
P 2 6

5E KARSON CHAU
REPORTER

"Is there such a thing as a born loser?"

The movie I Still Remember ignites the audience’s
curiosity with the question. This summer holiday, our
College invited both S.4 and S.5 students to enjoy this
movie during the post-exam period, so all of us were
lucky to have this opportunity to ponder over the
question.
The protagonist, Chihang, a real estate agent who is
devoid of ambition, used to doing things perfunctorily,
living in his laurels. It is until one day that Chihang
meets his elementary school teacher, Mr. Wong.
Keeping the promise with his deceased wife to run the
10 km marathon as a wedding anniversary celebration,
Mr. Wong grits his teeth to practise for the
competition even though he has chronic heart disease.
At the same time, Mr. Wong’s student Tinsum, who is
obese as portrayed in the narration, wants to run with
her idol. She does not hesitate to risk her own life to
lose weight, vowing to complete the first 5 km run in
her life. Witnessing both Mr. Wong and Tinsum
struggling with their own inadequacy but striving for
their best to attain their goals, Chihang discards his
indecision and diffidence and joins the competition.
Is there such a thing as a born loser then? With the
characters’ testimonial, I can tell diametrically that
there is no born loser in this world. Even Chihang has
lost his father in his early childhood and has to endure
constant humiliation in work, not being able to find the
meaning of life; he can still reunite with Mr. Wong and
meet Tinsum. Then with his willpower, he chooses to
join the competition and becomes a staunch person to
his own life.
Chihang clearly shows us that there is no loser in this
world; it all depends on how much effort you put in. It's
never too late for anyone to change; there is always a
chance for us to be the winner. So, my dear friends in
S.6, please work hard and I hope you all get an
excellent result in DSE!
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